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ABSTRACT 35	

INTRODUCTION. Half of elderly patient hospitalizations are preceded by an emergency 36	

department (ED) visit, and a higher proportion is observed among those living in institutions. 37	

These patients are more often exposed to problems related to hospital occupancy and 38	

overcrowding, which may lead to hospitalization in inappropriate wards (IWs) and increased 39	

morbidity and health care costs. At the same time, elderly individuals living in institutions, due to 40	

their high vulnerability, are the most exposed to these negative health care outcomes and might 41	

have priority in geriatric beds. The aim of this study was to explore whether living conditions 42	

were associated with admission to an IW after visiting an ED. 43	

METHOD. The French Emergency Survey was a one-day, nationwide, cross-sectional survey in 44	

2013 in all EDs in France. We focused on patients ≥ 75 years old who had been hospitalized. 45	

Descriptive analysis and multilevel logistic regression were used. 46	

RESULTS. Among the 3,285 patients, 16.5% were admitted to an IW: 15.7% among those 47	

living in institutions and 16.6% among those living at home. ED visits during peak periods and 48	

reaching the ED by her/his own means were the only factors associated with an increased 49	

likelihood of admission to an IW. There was no association with living conditions. 50	

CONCLUSION. Living conditions were not observed to be associated with the likelihood of 51	

being hospitalized in an IW after an ED visit. Given the limited bed resources and the greater 52	

vulnerability of elderly individuals living in institutions (compared with those living at home), 53	

progress can be made in the coordination of acute geriatric care. 54	

 55	

 56	

 57	



	

	

INTRODUCTION 58	

In many industrialized countries, a high proportion of emergency department (ED) visits are for 59	

non-urgent conditions (1–3), largely contributing to the well-known phenomenon of access block 60	

and overcrowding (4,5), a source of additional morbidity (6,7) and medical errors (8). Elderly 61	

individuals represent an increasing proportion of ED users (9). It has been shown that they suffer 62	

from suboptimal care in EDs (10–13). They wait longer (10,11) and are at higher risk of poor 63	

pain management (12) and adverse health outcomes after discharge (e.g., functional decline, ED 64	

return, hospitalization, and death) (13). Elderly patients are also twice as likely to experience 65	

delirium related to an ED length of stay (LOS) that exceeds 10 hours (14) and suffer from a 3% 66	

increase in the risk of adverse events per hour in an ED (such as procedure-related and/or 67	

medication-related adverse events) (15). It is well-established that these prolonged ED LOSs are 68	

largely due to the inability to access inpatient beds for these elderly people (16,17), often 69	

considered bed blockers (18,19). In this context, several reports have stressed the need to 70	

implement clinical pathways for direct admission (DA) to the hospital for these elderly patients to 71	

improve the process and outcome (20,21). 72	

Advanced age actually brings a higher likelihood of presenting with multiple chronic 73	

conditions and is accentuated by frequent socioeconomic issues (22) leading to frailty. Frailty is 74	

the most problematic expression of population ageing (22,23). Such a condition of extreme 75	

vulnerability exposes individuals to an increased risk of negative health-related outcomes leading 76	

to disability, hospitalization, institutionalization, and death (22). In 2015, in France, 5.7% of 77	

people older than 65 years were living in institutions, 49% of whom suffered from 78	

neurodegenerative disease (24). Similar proportions are found in other countries (25). Older 79	

people living in nursing homes have increased levels of comorbidity, frailty and physical health 80	

needs (26). For this particular population, the implementation of clinical pathways from DA to 81	



	

	

hospitals seems slow to take place. In a recent study, 60% of hospitalizations of elderly 82	

individuals living in institutions were preceded by an ED visit, compared with 45% of those 83	

living at home (21). 84	

Faced with this reality, the issue of appropriateness to the patient's needs in the hospital 85	

ward to which the elderly are admitted for this unscheduled hospitalization (27,28) seemed 86	

important to consider. Several studies have shown that admission to wards dedicated to elderly 87	

individuals (acute geriatric units) is associated with less delirium (29), better functional status 88	

(28,30), higher likelihood of returning home (28,30), and a shorter hospital stay (30). This 89	

finding might be particularly true for those living in institutions, as they are more vulnerable than 90	

others. To our knowledge, it has been minimally investigated. One can think, if not hope, that 91	

special vigilance is being exercised with regard to these fragile patients and that they will be less 92	

hospitalized in a ward that is not appropriate to their needs. 93	

We took advantage of a nationwide cross-sectional survey that aimed to portray hospital-94	

based emergency care in France to explore whether living conditions were associated with the 95	

likelihood of being hospitalized in an inappropriate ward after a visit to an emergency department 96	

in elderly patients over 75 years. 97	

 98	

 99	

 100	

 101	

 102	

 103	

 104	



	

	

METHOD 105	

 106	

French Emergency Survey 107	

The French Emergency Survey (FES) is a nationwide cross-sectional survey with a two-level 108	

design that aims to portray hospital-based emergency care in France by describing ED 109	

organizations and patients. It was developed by the French Society of Emergency Medicine 110	

(SFMU) and the French Directorate of Research, Studies, Evaluation and Statistics at the 111	

Ministry of Social Affairs and Health (DREES) and has already been described (31,32). 112	

Briefly, data were collected from 734 of the 736 adult and paediatric EDs listed in French 113	

territory and described 48,711 patients who came to one of these EDs during a 24-hour period on 114	

June 11, 2013. Collected data concerned the organization of the participating EDs, individual 115	

characteristics, and care delivered in EDs. The first part of the survey was the ED-centred 116	

questionnaire completed by each ED administrator. The second part of the survey was the patient 117	

questionnaire, completed by the patient or the accompanying person under the supervision of the 118	

emergency physician (EP) during the ED visit. 119	

 120	

Ethics 121	
 122	
This study was carried out in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. It was declared 123	

to be of public interest by the National Council for Statistical Information (CNIS) and was 124	

integrated into the public statistical program (Visa no. 2013X080SA and publication in the 125	

official Journal of French Republic, September 17, 2013). It was also approved by the French 126	

Data Protection Authority (CNIL) (identification no. 1663413). According to French law, written 127	

informed consent was not required for this type of study. 128	



	

	

Study participants 129	

We selected all patients older than 75 years included in the FES (excluding those from overseas 130	

territories) who were hospitalized. They could be admitted to the same hospital where the ED 131	

was located or transferred to another hospital. Since information on the appropriateness of the 132	

ward was not available in the event of inter-hospital transfer, the patients concerned were not 133	

included in our main analysis and were described separately. 134	

 135	

Outcome of interest 136	

For every patient hospitalized in the same hospital where the ED was located (excluding inter-137	

hospital transfers), EPs were asked if the hospitalization took place in a ward they considered 138	

inappropriate for the patient’s needs (binary variable yes/no) (IW). An appropriate ward was 139	

defined as the ward that would have been chosen by the EP if all the beds were available. 140	

 141	

Explanatory and adjustment variables 142	

Living conditions and other explanatory variables at the patient level as well as adjustment 143	

variables are summarized in Table 1. 144	

 145	

PATIENT LEVEL 

 

 

 

Individual 

characteristics 

Age 75-84y/≥ 85y 

Gender Female/Male 

Living conditions Living at home/Living in an institution 

Having a referent GP Yes/No 

Supplementary health 

insurance coverage 

Having universal health coverage (CMU-C) or not 

Note: A large proportion of the population has private 

supplementary health insurance to cover re-insurable co-

payments not covered by the public insurance scheme. 

Below a certain income threshold, individuals can 

benefit from a free supplementary health insurance 

called CMU-C, which can be considered here as a proxy 



	

	

for poor socioeconomic status. 

 

 

 

 

 

ED visit-related 

variables 

Presenting complaint Cardiopulmonary/Neurological/Traumatic injury/Other 

Time of ED arrival 8:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m./12:00 p.m.−8:00 p.m./after 8 p.m. 

How the questionnaire was 

filled out 

With the patient/With a proxy/No response available 

from both patient and proxy 

How the patient reached the 

ED 

By his/her own means or by ambulance/With firefighters 

or emergency medical services (SAMU) 

The distance from the patient’s 

home to the ED 

<10 km/>10 km 

If the patient was managed in a 

resuscitation room 

Yes/No 

Note: It was considered here as a proxy for a life-

threatening condition 

If the ED used was that of the 

usual place of residence 

Yes/No 

Type of hospitalization ward Medical ward/Surgery/Intensive care unit (ICU)/Long 

term care/Psychiatry 

 ED LEVEL 

 

Note: To analyse the factors associated with the admission to an inappropriate ward (IW), we performed analyses 

adjusted on characteristics of health care supply and demand at the ED level. 

The survey included variables about the ED and the county in which the ED was located. 

 

 

 

Characteristics of 

healthcare demand 

ED attendance Number of annual visits to the ED (<15,000, 15,000-

30,000, 30,000-45,000, >45,000) 

Elderly rate Proportion of elderly patients among those coming to 

the ED (above and below the median) 

Proportion of dependent 

persons among patients older 

than 75 years in the county 

Above and below the national average of 20.6% 

 

Note: Dependent persons were identified as those 

receiving the personalized autonomy allowance (APA) 

awarded to those with issues with activities of daily 

living. 

Number of access blocks to 

patients 

The number of patients on a stretcher waiting to be 

admitted to a ward at 8:00 a.m. on the day of the survey) 

(0 patient/≥ 1 patient). 

 

Note: It was considered an indicator of ED 

overcrowding (which is known to be linked to access 

block (4,5,16)) and is a negative outcome for health care 

system efficiency when it is greater than 0. 

 

 

 

 

Type of hospital Public academic/public non-academic and/or not-for 

profit private hospitals/for-profit private hospitals 

Number of hospitalization beds 

in the acute medical unit in the 

hospital 

Number of hospitalization beds in the acute medical unit 

(in the same hospital where the ED was located) per 

10,000 ED annual visits 

Percent of geriatric unit beds in 

the hospital 

Percent of geriatric unit beds among all acute medical 

beds. It was equal to 0 in case of no geriatric unit in the 

same hospital where the ED was located 



	

	

 

Characteristics of health 

care supply 

Number of long-term care and 

nursing home beds per 100,000 

patients older than 75 years in 

the county 

Above/Below the national average of 123.4 beds, 

Proportion of available places 

in nursing homes for patients 

older than 75 years in the 

county 

Above/Below the national average rate of 19.6%, 

Number of acute care beds per 

100,000 inhabitants in the 

county 

Above/Below the national average of 395 beds 

Nurse density per 100,000 

inhabitants in the county 

Above/Below the national average density of 146 (33) 

Medical density (all specialties 

combined) per 100,000 

inhabitants in the county 

It was classified into 3 levels: Low/Medium/High) (34). 

In 2013, low, medium, and high levels corresponded to 

< 302, 302 to 393 and > 393 doctors, respectively. 

Table 1. List of explanatory and adjustment variables 146	

 147	

Statistical analysis 148	

Missing data management. We performed a fully conditional specification imputation 149	

(35) to handle missing data for individual characteristics (except the outcome of interest) under 150	

the assumption of missing at random (MAR). Ten imputed datasets were created for analysis, and 151	

the regression coefficients were acquired by combining the results from the imputed datasets and 152	

applying Rubin's rules (36). 153	

Descriptive analysis. The characteristics of the study population (individual 154	

characteristics and ED visit-related variables) before and after imputation were described, as well 155	

as characteristics at the ED level (characteristics of health care demand and supply). Categorical 156	

variables were reported as numbers (%). 157	



	

	

Multilevel model (3). To analyse the determinants of admission to an IW, a multilevel 158	

logistic regression model was built for those who were hospitalized in the same hospital where 159	

the ED was located. We also performed sensitivity analysis, including inter-hospital transfers, 160	

considering them admissions to appropriate wards. 161	

A multilevel logistic regression model allowed us to consider the hierarchical structure of 162	

the data and explain admission to an IW according to the study population’s characteristics after 163	

adjustment for variables at the ED level. First, we tested the non-adjusted model (the empty 164	

model), considering only the cluster effect but no explanatory variable. The aim of this first step 165	

was to confirm possible inter-group (inter-ED) heterogeneity and justify the multilevel approach. 166	

The intraclass correlation coefficient obtained in the empty model indicated that approximately 167	

25% of the total variance of admission to an IW was explained by the ED level. We also tested 168	

the county level but did not find intergroup heterogeneity. Variables that were statistically 169	

significant in univariate analysis at p <0.20 were introduced in our models. Age, living conditions, 170	

number of long-term care and nursing home beds in the county, and number of acute care beds in 171	

the county were also included in the model even if the p-value was > 0.20. 172	

All statistical analyses were performed using SAS software (SAS/STAT Package 2002–2003 by 173	

SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). 174	

 175	
 176	
 177	
 178	
 179	
 180	
 181	
 182	
  183	



	

	

RESULTS 184	
 185	

Characteristics of study participants 186	

Among the 3,285 patients 75 years or older included in the FES, 3,005 (91.5%) were admitted to 187	

the same hospital where the ED was located, and 280 (8.5%) were transferred (Figure 1). 188	

The descriptive results are summarized in Table 2. Among the 3,005 patients older than 75 years 189	

who were admitted to the same hospital where the ED was located, admission occurred to an 190	

intensive care unit (ICU) for 8.0% of the patients (n=280), to surgery for 22.0% (n=716) and to a 191	

medical ward for 68.8% (n=2235). In all, 59.1% (n=1941) were women, 47.1% (n=1515) were 85 192	

years or older and 15.1% (n=482) were living in an institution. Approximately 80% of these ED 193	

visits (n=2622) occurred between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. Among those who were not transferred, 194	

16.5% (n=495) were admitted to a ward considered inappropriate: 15.7% (n=69) of those living 195	

in institutions versus 16.6% (n=426) of those living at home. The characteristics of the study 196	

participants by living conditions are summarized in Table 3. 197	

 198	

Characteristics of health care demand and supply at the ED level 199	

Among the 593 EDs involved in the study, only 18.7% (n=111) were for-profit private hospitals, 200	

33.5% (n=199) had more than 30,000 annual visits and 36.1% (n=214) had at least one access 201	

block patient on the day of the study (Table 4). 202	

 203	

Multilevel regression models 204	

After adjustment for characteristics of health care supply and demand at the ED level, ED visits 205	

during peak periods (in the afternoon or at night vs. in the morning) and reaching the ED by 206	

her/his own means or by ambulance were the only factors associated with an increased likelihood 207	



	

	

of admission to an IW (Table 5). Living conditions were not associated with the likelihood of 208	

admission to an IW. 209	

 210	

Sensitivity analysis. 211	

When considering inter-hospital transfers as admissions to an appropriate ward, the results from 212	

the multilevel regression model were similar (Appendix 2). 213	

 214	
 215	
 216	
 217	
 218	
 219	
 220	
 221	
 222	
 223	
 224	
 225	
 226	
 227	
 228	
 229	
 230	
 231	
 232	
 233	
 234	
 235	
 236	
 237	
 238	
 239	
 240	
 241	
 242	
 243	
 244	
 245	
 246	
 247	
 248	



	

	

DISCUSSION 249	

Our study shows that 16.5% of the elderly individuals over 75 years of age referred to the ED and 250	

hospitalized are in a service that is inappropriate to their needs and that being institutionalized 251	

does not reduce this percentage. Thus, our hypothesis that special vigilance is being exercised 252	

with regard to these fragile patients is not confirmed. As ED visits would already be considered a 253	

negative health care outcome, it appears that older people living in institutions are subject to a 254	

double penalty, that of being admitted less often directly to a hospital service (21) and that of not 255	

being cared for with more attention than other elderly patients when the decision to hospitalize is 256	

made. 257	

Being admitted to an inappropriate ward. 258	

Since 2000, the number of beds per capita has decreased in nearly all OECD countries, from an 259	

average of 5.6 per 1000 of the population to 4.7 in 2017, which can be attributed, in part, to cost 260	

and financial constraints (37). This reduction in bed capacity can increase hospital occupancy, 261	

which might impact the proper functioning of hospitals and can be detrimental to patient 262	

outcomes (38). Higher inpatient volumes and demand for beds results in a reduced ability to 263	

manage fluctuating incoming patient flow with available resources (39). A potential consequence 264	

of high occupancy is that patients may be admitted to any available bed regardless of the reason 265	

for the visit. The magnitude of this phenomenon, 16.5% in this study, is poorly documented in 266	

the literature (40,41). One could criticize the subjectivity of this criterion being assessed by the 267	

emergency physician. However, who can judge the situation better than the doctor? In any case, 268	

to our knowledge, there is no objective criterion for measurement. 269	

Failure in upstream and post-ED organization. 270	

Elderly individuals living in institutions are not only the most vulnerable, but when upstream 271	

coordination fails (i.e., the patients are referred to EDs), they will also not be cared for with more 272	



	

	

attention than other elderly patients. Even if they would probably benefit the most from the 273	

expertise of geriatricians and would suffer the most from the lack of hospitalization beds adapted 274	

to their needs. It suggests that hospital occupancy is so high that priority for institutionalized 275	

people is no longer possible due to adaptation capacities already being exceeded (39). Some 276	

studies have shown that better management of inpatient beds (such as early morning admissions) 277	

is associated with increased systemic capacity and reduces the number of ED access blocks (5,42). 278	

Other solutions proposed would be to improve the balance between the demand and supply of 279	

hospital beds by reducing the demand (improving upstream services and identifying 280	

vulnerability) and increasing the supply. For example, several studies have shown that acute 281	

geriatric unit LOS increased when the patient was waiting for long-term care facilities and/or a 282	

nursing home (43–45). Holstein J et al proposed dividing acute geriatric unit LOS into “medical 283	

stay” (with a high concentration of medical explorations and costs) and “social stay” (including 284	

waiting time for long-term care) (44). The duration of the “social stay”, which could reach up to 285	

18% of LOS, depends on the availability of beds in long-term care units and/or nursing homes 286	

(44). Increasing the number of beds in the entire geriatric pathway as well as social service 287	

resources would allow all vulnerable elderly patients to be identified early and receive suitable 288	

geriatric and social expertise to improve geriatric service (18,45,46). Few studies have 289	

investigated the link between primary care interventions on coordination of care and 290	

appropriateness of ward admission for elderly patients (47,48). An integrated primary care model 291	

for very frail elderly individuals decreases the risk of unplanned hospital admission and increases 292	

the rate of planned admissions (47). Additionally, DA to geriatric intermediate care units might 293	

represent a potential alternative to acute hospitalization for selected older patients (48). 294	

The double penalty: a major consideration for those living in institutions 295	



	

	

It is already well-known that elderly individuals living in institutions are more likely to be 296	

referred to the ED before hospitalization than those living at home (21). We also know that 297	

prolonged ED LOS, often related to difficulties in managing cognitive disorders and physical 298	

impairment in this population, is associated with discharge delays and longer hospital stays (49–299	

51). Strategies to reduce ED LOS may also save both ED costs and costs associated with 300	

inpatient care (49), which is why such strategies of avoiding ED visits by DA should be preferred 301	

for those living in institutions. 302	

Poor feasibility of DA 303	

Possible barriers to the diffusion of DA are the difficulty of organizing it in routine practice 304	

within a reasonable time (52,53) and a common belief that access to certain tests, particularly 305	

radiological tests, would be easier from the ED than from hospitalization wards. From experts’ 306	

views, strategies of reserving beds dedicated to DA could enhance their availability, and thus, 307	

encourage physicians to organize geriatric care pathways,	especially for fragile patients living in 308	

institutions. 309	

Poor health care coordination in institutions 310	

Excess ED referrals could also be related to dysfunction in health care management in institutions 311	

themselves. Indeed, 80% of ED visits occurred in daytime. During the daytime, urgent medical 312	

advice should be possible within the institution, and care could be initiated until DA becomes 313	

possible. In 2015, in France, there were on average 22.8 caregivers (nurses and nursing 314	

assistants) per 100 elderly individuals in private institutions and 36.7 in public institutions (54). 315	

Among all institutions, 44% reported recruitment difficulties, more frequently in private 316	

institutions (54). Understaffing was reported in 63% of institutions, especially among 317	

coordinating physicians (10%) and nursing assistants (9%) (54). Understaffing and inadequate 318	

training of nursing staff are known to be associated with poor quality of care (55). 319	



	

	

Each country, depending on its health system and the political choices that are made, tries to 320	

address these problems in a different way. 321	

Limitations 322	

Our study has several limitations. The first limitation is the lack of data on comorbidities 323	

(including the presence of cognitive disorders) and the degree of patient autonomy, which would 324	

have allowed us to perform a more detailed analysis of patient characteristics. Unfortunately, 325	

these variables were not collected in the survey. However, we assume that these variables might 326	

be strongly linked to older age and living conditions and that a lack of information might have 327	

limited consequences. 328	

The second limitation concerns the exclusion of inter-hospital transfers (because of missing data 329	

on the outcome of interest). However, sensitivity analysis (assuming that all patients were 330	

transferred to an appropriate ward) did not show differences in the results of the multilevel 331	

models. 332	

The last limitation is that this survey reflects the situation in EDs in 2013 and that it might have 333	

changed since 2013. However, this study takes part in a ministerial study plan on EDs, taking 334	

place every 10 years where 2013 was the first nationwide survey. In 2003, the study involved a 335	

sample of EDs only. It is, thus, the most recent national data source available on EDs at this time. 336	

 337	

 338	

 339	

 340	

 341	



	

	

CONCLUSION 342	

Living conditions were not statistically associated with the likelihood of being hospitalized in an 343	

inappropriate ward after a visit to an emergency department. This finding suggests that elderly 344	

people living in institutions, who should be considered as more vulnerable than those living at 345	

home, are not prioritized in access to hospital beds. These results argue for the development of 346	

geriatric care pathways, especially for the most fragile elderly. 347	

 348	

 349	

 350	

 351	

 352	

 353	

 354	

 355	

 356	

 357	

 358	

 359	

 360	

 361	

 362	

 363	

 364	

 365	
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Table 2. Description of study participants after multiple imputations 589	
Note: ED = Emergency department; ICU = Intensive Care Unit; SAMU = emergency medical service 590	
CMUc: A large proportion of the population has private supplemental health insurance to cover reinsurable 591	
copayments not covered by public insurance schemes. Below a certain income threshold, individuals can benefit 592	
from free supplementary health insurance called Couverture Maladie Universelle Complementary (CMU-C), which 593	
can be considered here as a proxy for poor socioeconomic status. 594	
 595	
Note: due to multiple imputations, counts have been rounded to the nearest integer 596	
 597	

	

Hospitalization 

Total 
Inter-hospital 

transfer 

In the same 

hospital as the ED 

N	

280	 %	col	

N	

3005	 %	col	

N	

3285	 %	col	

INDIVIDUAL	CHARACTERISTICS	

Age	 	 	 	 	 	 	

75-84	years	 143	 51.1	 1591	 52.9	 1734	 52.8	

More	than	85	years	or	equal	 137	 48.9	 1414	 47.1	 1551	 47.2	

Gender	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Male	 113	 40.4	 1231	 40.9	 1344	 40.9	

Female	 167	 59.6	 1774	 59.1	 1941	 59.1	

Living	conditions	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Home	 235	 83.4	 2568	 85.5	 2803	 85.3	

Institution	 45	 16.6	 437	 14.5	 482	 14.7	

Having	a	GP	 	 	 	 	 	 	

No	 3	 1.5	 46	 1.7	 49	 1.7	

Yes	 277	 98.5	 2959	 98.3	 3236	 98.3	

Supplementary	health	insurance	coverage	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Private	 243	 87.0	 2698	 89.8	 2942	 89.6	

Universal	complementary	health	coverage	or	none	 37	 13.0	 307	 10.2	 343	 10.4	

ED	VISIT	RELATED	CHARACTERISTICS	

Presenting	complaint	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Cardio-pulmonary	 78	 27.9	 910	 30.3	 988	 30.1	

Neurologic	 28	 10.0	 265	 8.8	 293	 8.9	

Traumatic	injury	 41	 14.6	 386	 12.8	 427	 13.0	

Other	 133	 47.5	 1444	 48.1	 1577	 48.0	

Times	of	ED	arrival	 	 	 	 	 	 	

8	h-12	h	 88	 31.4	 789	 26.3	 877	 26.7	

12	h-20	h	 136	 48.6	 1609	 53.5	 1745	 53.1	

20	h-8	h	 56	 20.0	 607	 20.2	 663	 20.2	

How	the	questionnaire	was	filled	out	 	 	 	 	 	 	



	

	

	

Hospitalization 

Total 
Inter-hospital 

transfer 

In the same 

hospital as the ED 

N	

280	 %	col	

N	

3005	 %	col	

N	

3285	 %	col	

Self	reported	 194	 69.3	 2243	 74.6	 2437	 74.2	

With	a	proxy	 51	 18.2	 462	 15.4	 513	 15.6	

No	response	possible	 35	 12.5	 300	 10.0	 335	 10.2	

How	the	patient	reached	the	ED	 	 	 	 	 	 	

By	his	own	means	or	ambulance	 193	 69.1	 2272	 75.6	 2466	 75.0	

Firefighters	or	SAMU	 87	 30.9	 733	 24.4	 819	 25.0	

The	distance	from	the	patient’s	home	to	the	ED	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Less	than	10	km	or	equal	 176	 62.8	 1657	 55.0	 1833	 55.6	

More	than	10	km	 104	 37.2	 1348	 45.0	 1452	 44.4	

If the patient was managed in a resuscitation room	 	 	 	 	 	 	

No	 217	 77.4	 2479	 82.5	 2696	 82.1	

Yes	 63	 22.6	 526	 17.5	 589	 17.9	

If	the	ED	used	was	that	of	the	usual	place	of	residence	 	 	 	 	 	 	

From	the	usual	living	place	 259	 92.5	 2812	 93.9	 3071	 93.8	

Outside	the	usual	living	place	 21	 7.5	 193	 6.1	 214	 6.2	

Type	of	hospitalization	ward	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Medical ward 167	 59.4	 2069	 68.8	 2235	 68.0	

Surgery 56	 19.9	 660	 22.0	 716	 21.8	

ICU 40	 14.5	 241	 8.0	 280	 8.6	

Long term care 11	 4.0	 22	 0.7	 33	 1.0	

Psychiatry 6	 2.2	 14	 0.5	 20	 0.6	
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Table 3. Description of study participants by living conditions 599	
Note: due to multiple imputations, counts have been rounded to the nearest integer 600	
 601	

	

Living	conditions	

Home	 Institution	

N	 %	col	 N	 %	col	

INDIVIDUAL	CHARACTERISTICS	

Age	 	 	 	 	

75-84	years	 1602	 57.2	 132	 27.5	

More	than	85	years	or	equal	 1201	 42.8	 350	 72.5	

Gender	 	 	 	 	

Male	 1193	 42.6	 151	 31.0	

Female	 1610	 57.4	 331	 69.0	

Having	a	GP	 	 	 	 	

No	 43	 1.7	 6	 1.7	

Yes	 2760	 98.3	 476	 98.3	

Supplementary	health	insurance	coverage	 	 	 	 	

Private	 2508	 89.5	 434	 89.9	

Universal	complementary	health	coverage	or	none	 295	 10.5	 49	 10.1	

ED	VISIT	RELATED	CHARACTERISTICS	

Presenting	complaint	 	 	 	 	

Cardio-pulmonary	 848	 30.2	 140	 29.2	

Neurologic	 257	 9.2	 36	 7.5	

Traumatic	injury	 356	 12.7	 71	 14.7	

Other	 1342	 47.9	 235	 48.6	

Times	of	ED	arrival	 	 	 	 	

8	h-12	h	 766	 27.3	 111	 23.2	

12	h-20	h	 1474	 52.6	 271	 55.9	

20	h-8	h	 562	 20.0	 101	 21.0	

How	the	questionnaire	was	filled	out	 	 	 	 	

Self	reported	 2095	 74.8	 342	 70.8	

With	a	proxy	 428	 15.3	 85	 17.7	

No	response	possible	 280	 10.0	 55	 11.5	

How	the	patient	reached	the	ED	 	 	 	 	

By	his	own	means	or	ambulance	 2086	 74.4	 380	 78.3	

Firefighters	or	SAMU	 717	 25.6	 102	 21.7	

The	distance	from	the	patient’s	home	to	the	ED	 	 	 	 	

Less	than	10	km	or	equal	 1570	 55.9	 263	 54.2	

More	than	10	km	 1233	 44.1	 219	 45.8	



	

	

	

Living	conditions	

Home	 Institution	

N	 %	col	 N	 %	col	

If	the	patient	was	managed	in	a	resuscitation	room	 	 	 	 	

No	 2304	 82.2	 392	 81.1	

Yes	 499	 17.8	 90	 18.9	

If	the	ED	used	was	that	of	the	usual	place	of	residence	 	 	 	 	

From	the	usual	living	place	 2615	 93.7	 456	 94.7	

Outside	the	usual	living	place	 187	 6.3	 26	 5.3	

Type	of	hospitalization	ward	 	 	 	 	

Medical	ward	 1909	 68.1	 327	 67.6	

Surgery	 603	 21.5	 113	 23.4	

ICU	 242	 8.6	 38	 8.2	

Long	term	care	 29	 1.0	 4	 0.7	

Psychiatry	 20	 0.7	 0	 0.0	
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Table 4. Description of EDs and counties 630	
Note: County medical density (all specialties combined) was classified into 3 levels according to the 631	
National Council of Medical Doctors. In 2013, low, medium, and high levels corresponded to < 302, 632	
302 to 393 and > 393 doctors per 100,000 inhabitants, respectively. 633	
 634	
 635	

Description of EDs and counties % col N 

CHARACTERISTICS OF HEALTHCARE DEMAND   

ED attendance   

Less than 15,000 or equal 24.1 143 

15,001-30,000 42.3 251 

30,001-45,000 19.7 117 

More than 45,001 13.8 82 

Elderly rate   

< 15% 54.1 321 

≥ 15% 45.4 269 

County rate of dependent elderly persons   

< 20.6% 54.5 323 

≥ 20.6% 45.5 270 

Number of access block patients   

< 1 patient/per 100 ED visits 63.9 379 

≥ 1 patient/per 100 ED visits 36.1 214 

CHARACTERISTICS OF HEALTHCARE SUPPLY   

Type of hospital   

Public academic 9.8 58 

Public non-academic or Not-for-profit-private hospitals 71.5 424 

For-profit private hospitals 18.7 111 

Number of hospitalization beds in acute medical unit in the hospital   

< 30 24.6 146 

30 - 49 26.6 158 

50 - 69 21.2 126 

More than 70 22.3 132 

Missing data 5.2 31 

Rate of geriatric unit beds in the hospital   

0 34.1 202 

0 - 10% 18.7 111 

More than 10% 30.0 178 

Missing data 17.2 102 

Number of long-term care and nursing home beds per 100,000 patients   



	

	

older than 75 years in the county 

< 123.4 46.4 275 

≥ 123.4 53.6 318 

Proportion of available places in nursing homes for patients older than 

75 years in the county   

< 19.6% 63.1 374 

≥ 19.6% 36.9 219 

Number of acute care beds per 100,000 inhabitants in the county   

< 395 47.6 282 

≥ 395 52.4 311 

County nurse density for 100,000 persons   

< 146 57.7 342 

≥ 146 42.3 251 

County medical density   

Low 42.7 253 

Intermediate to high 57.3 340 
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Table 5. Multilevel regression model 663	

Note: Adjustment variables (ED level) included in the model were: percentage of elderly, proportion of dependent 664	
persons among patients older than 75 years in the county, type of hospital, number of hospitalization beds in the 665	
acute medical unit in the hospital, percentage of geriatric unit beds in the hospital, number of long-term care and 666	
nursing home beds per 100,000 patients older than 75 years in the county and number of acute care beds per 667	
100,000 inhabitants in the county 668	
 669	
 670	

671	
Variables aOR 95%CI p 

Age    

75-84 years Ref .  

More than 85 years or equal 1.17 0.93 - 1.46 0.1740 

Gender    

Male Ref   

Female 1.00 0.80 – 1.25 0.9959 

Living conditions    

Home Ref .  

Institution 0.81 0.58 - 1.14 0.2299 

Presenting complaint    

Cardio-pulmonary Ref .  

Neurologic 1.40 0.95 – 2.08 0.0919 

Traumatic injury 0.77 0.52 – 1.14 0.1962 

Other 1.13 0.87 – 1.47 0.3344 

How the patient reached the ED    

By his own means or ambulance Ref .  

Firefighters or SAMU 0.65 0.47 – 0.89 0.0094 

Times of ED arrival    

8 h-12 h Ref .  

12 h-20 h 1.80 1.36 – 2.38 <.0001 

20 h-8 h 1.64 1.16 – 2.31 0.0046 



	

	



Figures

Figure 1

Study �ow chart *Interhospital transfers were excluded from the main analysis. However, these patients
were included in the sensitivity analysis and were considered admission to an appropriate ward.
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